James Bullard all around the world—or at least to many interesting parts of it. Bullard, who last performed in Birmingham as Peter in a November 2002 Children’s Theatre production of Peter and the Wolf (a repeat role), is now appearing at The Crystal Palace in Aspen, Colo., through mid-April. In its variety shows, he sings and acts in sketches featuring political and social satire (among other roles, he appears as former President Bill Clinton).

Last summer, he performed with Costa Cruise Lines on the ship Costavictoria, embarking weekly from Genoa to ports in Italy, Sicily, Palma de Maroca, Tunisia, Barcelona, and Marseille. Appearing in Victoria’s two musical reviews (one based on Broadway tunes and the second an international show with French, Italian, Spanish, and English songs) was part of the fun, but the most surprising part of the experience, Bullard says, was learning how “warm and loving the Italian people are.” Trading English lessons for Italian with fellow cruise staff members, he learned the language in five months.

If “All the world’s a stage,” the young BSC ballplayer pictured here on the second row, far right, was a member of the Birmingham-Southern 1968 baseball team. He’s now a well-known minister in the Birmingham community. Can you name him? Send your answer to chagood@bsc.edu or call 205/226-4913 in the BSC Alumni Office. Correct answers will go into the BSC beanie for a prize drawing. The winner receives a free ticket to the Baseball Tailgate Barbecue, Friday evening, April 11, at BSC Reunion 2003, just before the opening game in a three-game series against Liberty University. See page 26 for more information on this and other exciting events planned for Alumni Reunion.